Antipodean Perch
by Tony Stevens
Perch fishing in New Zealand has featured
in the Perchfisher Magazine on a number of
occasions during my time as the editor.
Tony Stevens describes himself as a 65 plus
ex-UK angler/writer now living in New
Zealand. He wrote to me via the group’s
website and kindly offered this contribution
for our magazine.
I gladly accepted and am delighted to
produce that article for you now. Many
thanks Tony.
Some thirty years ago I emigrated to New Zealand, a new
land and a new beginning. I knew all about the fabled
trout from the Department of Immigration information
pack that New Zealand House sent out to the prospective
migrants. What they didn’t tell us was that there is some
superb coarse fish and fishing. This was a dark secret,
which I feel they were somewhat ashamed of at that time.
All the focus was on game fish, fast clear flowing water
and fly fishing in the best traditions of Skues and Halford;
sporting gentlemen only fished a dry fly.

It appeared that the tench arrived first in the 1860’s
followed by the perch about 1890. Both had been
introduced to my local Okuti River and by 1909 bags of
forty fish were not uncommon. At a similar time these
two species had also been stocked in the Halswell River
where the perch had done very well indeed reaching
weights of up to 4lb. These then were the obvious venues
to target for perch.
The Halswell River
I spent my first four years concentrating on the Halswell
River, as it was at that time the closer to where I lived.
The river had been much altered since the early days and
a large section had been bypassed with the digging of a
canal creating in effect an oxbow from the original
channel of some two miles in length. This had become
shallow and weedy, lined with rushes and reed and full of
small native fish of all kinds, ideal perch food.

I come from Scotland and blotted my copybook very
smartly fishing a wet with a sinking line and ‘Heavens to
Betsy’ with a glass rod and not cane. Some ten years after
my arrival, fishing a midday rise in Southland on a slow
river, I caught my first perch. In fact I caught five if my
memory serves me well, all on a wet fly from under a
road bridge. What a surprise! I never knew that they
existed in New Zealand.

Those first fish all weighed about a pound apiece, nice
fish and as big as the best that I had caught as a boy back
in the UK. Upon making enquiries when I got back home
to Christchurch, much to my amazement I found that in
my area we had not only perch but rudd, tench and
crucian carp in various waters close by and up on the
North Island carp of huge proportions, described as pest
fish weighing up to sixty pounds which destroyed
valuable trout habitat.
For the next few years I investigated and fished a number
of waters in the Christchurch area and researched both
the perch and tench origins.

I spent the summer months searching out the preferred
habitat of the big solitary fish along this stretch. Amazing,
as it may seem, during all this time I only met with one
other angler fishing the same stretch. I did become
friendly however with a Dutch commercial eel fisherman
and the local landowner. It became obvious that my
whopping 2½ pounders were only scratching the surface
of possibilities as I became aware of much larger fish.
It was however not until the winter of 1997 that it was
proved just how big they could get. Walking along a dead
reed bed I caught sight of a dead fish part submerged
amongst the brown stems; with the landing net I was able
to manoeuvre the corpse onto the bank. Even in it’s
partially decomposed condition it was an unbelievable
monster, almost 3ft long and about 16ins deep at the
hump with a mouth like a two-gallon bucket. What it
would have weighed in life I really do not know but
certainly 10lb plus.

I have now fished the Halswell for twenty years and the
best fish taken has been exactly 5lb. Many fish of 3 to 4lb
are there but the big problem are eels, some of which are
12lb at which size will readily take a 4” rudd live or dead
bait which is the preferred bait for the big old perch.
One great discovery that I have made is that these big
perch are not afraid of shallow water; they regularly raid
the margins shouldering their way through the weed, reed
or rushes in search of a meal. Ambushing tactics work
well as the raiding follows a regular pattern. For some
reason ledgering or paternostering does not work on this
water so a special short tubular float has been developed
to fish the shallow water with the big baits; they also have
the advantage of being almost indestructible when
dragged through the dense weed growth.
Now there is a coarse fishing club in the Canterbury
province and this water is fished by more people, but, as
until very recently it was by arrangement with the land
owner it was still less than 100 angler days per year. Now
it has changed hands and a simple phone call is all that is
required to fish plus a national license.
The Okana River
The second river from this area is the Okana at Little
River, totally different in character from the Halswell.
This is a slow deep river that can for much of the time be
just about static due to the lake that it feeds which backs
up until it is opened to the sea. The length that produces
the large perch is only about 5km and depths vary from
approximately 2m down to 6m. The section is not
dissimilar to that of a canal for much of the lower length
with shallower shelves dropping off steeply to a flat mid
section. A diverse selection of weed species grows along
these margins attracting many species of small fish both
native and introduced.

A fine Little River perch caught by Tony Stevens
On parts of the river, Crack Willow grows out and into
the water giving shade and shelter and halting the prolific
weed growth in summer. It is predominately in these
areas that the perch are to be found. Spring through to
Autumn is the better time to target the bigger fish and
nothing succeeds like live bait. 4-5" rudd are the preferred
baits with native smelt a poor second. Even with a rudd
bait set to swim at mid water or a little below the larger
eels can be a problem; on one day 22 eels were landed the
largest at 12½lb gives some idea of their numbers; this
incidentally took place on a bright sunny mid summers
day.
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